LINAC passes tests; trial run set for March

(Continued from page 3) Ones more than the permissible annual dose. For a young man, the maximum is five rems per year; an older one with no radiation experience may receive more, though Dr. Manser hopes to hold exposure to below half that. This is the bottom limit at which the chance of genetic mutation is doubled; no danger to the individual's health occurs at this level.

When in full operation, not only the RF Gallery but also the Control Room will receive small amounts of radiation to all areas and workers are monitored. Several areas that are now open to permit access by heavy equipment will be blocked off with shielding to further cut down radiation. The level at the fence which surrounds the entire complex must conform to AEC standards, which have been varying which the chance of genetic mutation is doubled; no danger to the individual's health occurs at this level.

Additionally, most personnel have passed an extensive first aid course including treatment of electric shock and rescue in radiation contaminated areas. These precautions will stop anyone from getting injured except an individual who is deter- mined to commit suicide. In the words of electrical engineer and group safety officer Dick Keating. "We've made this system foolproof, but nothing can be made damn fool proof."

Outlook for the future: It appears that LINAC's designers have thought of just about everything. With the completion of the successful test series at 20 MEV, the staff now knows "It will work as it should." Previously, most her- monously agreed that only Dr. Phil Sargent, who worked on all aspects of LINAC from its conception, knew whether anything was going right.

WORRIED ABOUT GRADES? TRYING TO ACHIEVE A GOOD EDUCATION? They have no right to hurt you with their opinions and aberrations. Many careers are damaged by hos-tile teachers who are not affected enough to really get a student to understand the subject. But in spite of this each person has a latent education with which he could make a splendid career, if only he could use it. Scientifically re-educational proceeding can bring a whole failed subject back to full use despite the misunderstandings with which he was pounded out of sight. Many a brilliant scholar has been ruined and many an expensive education has been subverted be- cause of faulty understanding. Tests conducted by experts have shown that Scientology special re-educational processes markedly raise intelligence and clear up subjects which have been difficult. An Edu- cation Clear can use the material he was taught, opening up an increased scope of career. — L. Rons Hubbard, Founder of Scientology.

A professional ABORTION that is safe, legal and inexpensive can be set up on an emergency basis by calling The Problem Pregnancy Educational Service (215) 722-6560 24 hours - 7 days for professional, confidential and free help.
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See our booth in building 10 next week.